**Counter Balance**

**Mission Statement:**
Our mission is to unite and bring together different styles of dance, ranging from jazz to contemporary and ballet by not being exclusive. Everyone has the potential and ability to dance and this club brings together and unites all people who share a love and passion for dance. Through this club, we are able to share our creativity with others and learn from each other as well.

**2013-2014 Goals:**
This year, we plan to increase membership, expand this club, and prepare and nurture it for the future years. We would like to increase versatility and diversity in the different styles of dance and choreographies. We also wish to collaborate with more groups, including different clubs on campus, and create different art forms to share with the public.
We hope to organize the annual Counter Balance recital at Soka University of America that gives an opportunity for artists to perform and put together different dance styles as well as art forms to preserve the contemporary and modern art.

**Contact Information:**
CounterBalanceClub@soka.edu

**Photos from our annual recital in April 2013:**